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The Kushan Buddha
A Mathura Masterpiece
By Abha Dayal Kaul

A Kushan Buddha is important because it is about 2,000
years old and one of the earliest human images of the
Buddha ever made. It is also important because it could be
from Mathura, a renowned commercial and art production
centre in the heart of north India in ancient times. Stone
sculpture and architecture for religious and secular purposes,
flourished here well before the arrival of the mighty Kushans
from Central Asia and greatly influenced later art.
Situated on the Yamuna River south of Delhi and near
Agra of Taj Mahal fame, Mathura does not get many tourists,
although as the legendary birthplace of Krishna, beloved
god of Hindus, it does attract pilgrims. Mathura was once a
sacred land also for Jains and Buddhists, fostering a school of
art that served all faiths.

The Kushan Buddha - image courtesy of the Asian Civilisations Museum

The imposing red sandstone Kushan Buddha in the Asian
Civilisations Museum’s (ACM) South Asia Gallery is a star
piece, especially since it comes from Mathura. This first
century CE larger-than-life Buddha has an earthy, primeval
appeal, as rare as the image itself. Draped in transparent
garments and drawn from the pre-Kushan Indian tradition of
divine beings embodying nature and fertility spirits, yakshas
and yakshis, striking figures such as this have been termed
‘robust’, ‘fleshy’ and ‘sensuous’ by art historians. Readers
will find it interesting to compare the ACM's Buddha with
two other rare Mathura finds featured on this page. Note the
striking similarities and differences – in facial features, hand
gestures and more, while imagining what is now missing
from ACM's Kushan Buddha.
It was King Kanishka of the Kushan Dynasty who
provided a fresh impetus to creating Buddhist art in general
and Buddha images in particular. For centuries after his

demise, as a reminder of his teachings the Buddha was
represented in art only through symbols. A change occurred
when Kushan rule expanded into northern India as the
Common Era dawned. With its spring capital in Gandhara
at one end (in present-day Pakistan and Afghanistan), and
its winter capital in Mathura at the other, the Kushans
spearheaded the production of an entirely distinct type of
Buddha image in each cultural hub.
Kushan Gandhara
portrayals differ remarkably
from Kushan Mathura’s
– the former carved in
local grey schist from the
mountainous northwest
and the latter modelled out
of red spotted sandstone
quarried in the MathuraAgra belt of the Indian
plains. The Buddha’s
Kimbell Art Museum, Fort Worth's
iconography is similar,
Mathura Kushan Buddha
but distinctions prevail.
Gandharan artists used a
Graeco-Roman Apollo type as the model, with wavy hair and
an ushnisha or wisdom bump fashioned into a high topknot,
and deep folds of a heavy toga-like outfit covering both
shoulders and most of the body. In contrast, Mathura images
were based on indigenous deities and yogic saints, wearing
an Indian dhoti over the lower body and often seated with
bare feet crossed in the classic lotus posture or padmasana.
ACM's mahapurusha
(great man) Buddha has
Mathura’s hallmarks – open
eyes and smiling face,
diaphanous monk’s robe
of light muslin covering
only the left shoulder,
prominent chest and
powerful physique, and
dharmachakra (the wheel of
law) on the soles of his feet.
Significantly, the broken
ushnisha crowning his
smooth hair would have
looked like a kapardin-style
bun, indicating twisted hair
swept up like a sea shell, in
the manner of yakshas and
the ultimate yogi, Shiva.
The Mathura Museum's Kushan Buddha
The left clenched hand rests
on the left knee and the right hand would have been in
abhaya mudra (reassurance gesture). Only five other seated
kapardin Buddhas are known. At the base, an inscription
in the Brahmi script marks the 19th year of Kanishka, who
ascended the throne in what is agreed to be 78 CE, dating
the ACM's Mathura icon to an incredible 96-97 CE.

Abha Dayal Kaul is fascinated by the Buddha’s story. She
enjoys guiding at the ACM and serving on FOM’s council.
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